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A B S T R A C T

Cheaper methods and raw materials are currently being sought for the production of microfibrillated cellulose.
Presently microfibrils with high lignin content have attracted increasing interest. Wood residues, like sawdust,
are good candidates due to their abundancy and low price but the recalcitrant nature of the lignocellulose
complex is an obstacle for the mechanical separation of microfibrils directly from wood. The purpose of this
study was to investigate whether the mild sulfonation pretreatment of pine sawdust with sodium sulfite in
neutral and mild alkaline conditions could enhance mechanical fibrillation in ultrafine wet grinding. Sawdust
sulfonated at pH 7 and 9 resulted in a lignin sulfonation degree of 0.5–0.6% with a yield loss of 5–6%, ap-
proximately half of which was due to the dissolution of extractives from the initial content of 4.7% to 1.3–1.5%.
Sawdust (with and without sulfonation) was pre-ground first in a twin-screw extruder, followed by ultrafine
grinding with a friction grinder at a temperature of 80 °C. The viscosity and size distribution of the micro-
fibrillated sample suspensions were determined. Additionally, the samples were filtered on a membrane, dried,
and the mechanical properties of the sheets made from the samples were measured. The results showed that the
sulfonation of softwood sawdust is a promising economic and environment-friendly method to produce micro-
fibrillated cellulose with high lignin content (above 28%), having excellent strength properties, low viscosity,
and fast dewatering rates. The sheets made from the sulfonated samples yielded an almost twofold increase in
tensile strength and Young's modulus (100MPa and 7–7.5 GPa, respectively) compared to the reference sample
without sulfonation (52MPa and 4.3 GPa) at an applied net grinding energy of 7MWh per ton. It was found that
the size of the fibrils was at a similar level with and without sulfonation, but the bonding ability of the sulfonated
samples was clearly better.

1. Introduction

Presently there is considerable interest in using microfibrillated
cellulose (MFC) as a replacement for fossil-fuel based materials, e.g., in
composites (Lee et al., 2014), coatings (Tayeb et al., 2018), binders
(Kojima et al., 2013), and tailored paper and packaging materials (Boufi
et al., 2016; Osong et al., 2016; Stark, 2016). A typical starting material
is a chemically delignified, bleached cellulose pulp, despite it being
quite an expensive raw material. In special high-end products, e.g., in
medical applications, the price of MFC may not be decisive but in bulk
applications and products such as board/papermaking and biocompo-
sites, it is a crucial factor from the economic point of view. Thus, there
are currently notable efforts ongoing to look for cost-efficient methods
and raw materials to produce MFC in a more environment-friendly way
(Bian et al., 2017; Delgado-Aguilar et al., 2016; Moser et al., 2015).
Sawdust is an abundant and low-cost raw material, and its potential is
largely under-utilized in value-added products and applications.

Currently, it is mostly burned for energy production.
The recalcitrant nature of the lignocellulose complex is known to be

an obstacle to the mechanical separation of MFC directly from wood.
This has been shown in studies where wood, mechanical pulps, or their
fractions have been used as a starting material (Bian et al., 2017; Brodin
and Eriksen, 2015; Chen et al., 2018; He et al., 2018; Hoeger et al.,
2013; Josset et al., 2014; Lahtinen et al., 2014; Osong, 2014, 2013;
Yousefi et al., 2018). These results indicate that materials with a high
lignin content have a slower fibrillation rate and that the grinding en-
ergy uptake during fiber disintegration is lower. Thus, the product is
more heterogeneous, consisting of more large fiber fragments and fewer
individual microfibrils than cellulose material from which lignin is es-
sentially removed.

In order to break the fiber cell wall effectively, lignin can be ther-
mally softened. The role of temperature in lignin softening and its im-
portance in the microfibrillation of wood has been shown by Visanko
et al. (2017). They introduced a method where MFC were produced by
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friction grinding from spruce groundwood at temperatures near the
lignin softening temperature, i.e., around 95 °C. The lignin softening
temperature can be reduced further by chemical modification. For ex-
ample, sulfonation with cheap, harmless sodium sulfite or bisulfite has
been applied widely in the production of softwood chemi-thermo-
mechanical pulp (CTMP) since the late 1970s (Lindholm, 2009). A
gentle alkaline sulfonation of softwood chips is used to maintain fiber
length during the mechanical defiberization stage without extensive
yield loss. Sulfonation decreases the lignin softening temperature (glass
transition temperature), reduces lignin hydrophobicity, and increases
lignin swelling by introducing hydrophilic sulfonic groups into the
lignin. The sulfonation of the lignin in the middle lamella and in the
primary wall is assumed to be the main reason for the liberation of
longer and more intact fibers without extensive fines generation
(Östberg and Salmen, 1988), which happens in refining without che-
micals (i.e., thermomechanical pulp, or TMP, production).

It is largely unknown, however, whether the microfibrillation of
wood fibers can be enhanced by the sulfonation of lignin within the cell
wall, mainly in secondary layers where the lignin content is lower than
in the middle lamella. Sulfonation has been found to generate a sulfur
gradient within the cell wall (Heazel and McDonough, 1988), i.e., the
sulfur content decreases gradually from the lumen to the area near the
middle lamella where the content peaks. This can be explained by a
slow diffusion of reagents from the lumen through the secondary cell
wall layers, whereas their penetration into the middle lamella and
primary wall takes place directly via pit pores (Konn et al., 2006). The
region where the highest concentration of lignin occurs (middle lamella
and primary wall) also has the fastest consumption of sulfite. However,
if there is a sufficient amount of reagents present, the sulfonation re-
action will also soften the cell wall lignin, rendering the fiber cell wall
flexible and conformable (Lindholm and Gummerus, 1983).

Since wood is a viscoelastic material, the moisture, temperature,
and time under load of wood particles play an essential role in the
mechanical stress response (Salmen, 1982). To disrupt the ultra-
structure of fibers, the local mechanical stress has to overcome the in-
trinsic fracture strength of the cell wall. Because the cell wall is struc-
turally like a reinforced multicomponent composite, it can be
hypothesized that lessening its strength gradually through recurrent
compression and shearing in friction grinding instead of using a strong
abrupt shear at once (as in a homogenizer or a microfluidizer) may be
more advisable in terms of energy. Moreover, the fatigue of the ultra-
structure may be the precondition for effective microfibril separation
from the wood fiber cell wall in its native (or near native) conditions.
The fatigue of a viscoelastic material due to mechanical energy ab-
sorption is most effective near the glass transition temperature.

The aim of this study was to show that the lignin softening of
softwood by mild sulfite treatment enhances microfibrillation in respect
of energy consumption and the quality of MFC pulp. The approach was
to combine mild sulfonation pretreatment and ultrafine wet grinding at
an elevated temperature, and produce MFC from Scots pine sawdust. As
the outcome, sulfonation was found to be a pretreatment method in
which MFC of high lignin content with excellent bonding capability can
be prepared; to the best of our knowledge, the measured tensile prop-
erties of the prepared dry films are the best reported for lignin-con-
taining MFC made from softwood.

2. Materials and methods

Pine softwood (Pinus Sylvestris) sawdust was acquired from a saw-
mill (Keitele Forest Ltd) in central Finland. A mild chemical pretreat-
ment, i.e., sulfonation, was performed with sodium sulfite, Na2SO3

(Sigma-Aldrich), at two initial pH levels of 7 and 9. A consistency of
10%, temperature of 90 °C, reaction time of 210min, and Na2SO3 dose
of 50 gper kg of dry wood were used as the processing conditions
(Hietala et al., 2011). The total organic carbon (TOC) of the centrifuged
filtrates was monitored with a Sievers 900 Portable Total Organic

Carbon Analyzer (GE Analytical Instruments, Boulder, CO, USA). After
treatment, the pulp was washed four times with deionized water
(4×2.5 l) by the dilution-thickening method. Finally, the pulp was
centrifuged for pre-grinding.

The pre-grinding of untreated (reference) and sulfonated sawdust at
a moisture content of around 50% was performed with a co-rotating
twin-screw extruder (Coperion ZSK 18 MEGAlab, Germany). The tem-
perature profile was set at 85 °C along the screw casing at a screw
frequency of 120 rpm. The torque of the screw and the grinding time
were monitored for the calculation of effective specific energy con-
sumption (SECnet, screwing) according to Eq. 1. The total specific energy
consumption (SECgross, screwing) was calculated by setting the no-load
torque to zero.
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where n is the rotation frequency of the screw, s−1

M is the average torque of the screw shaft, Nm
M0 is the no-load torque of the screw shaft, Nm
m is the mass of the oven dry sawdust batch, kg
t is the screwing time, h
A Leica MZ FLIII fluorescence stereomicroscope (Germany) was

used for visualization of the pine sawdust samples before and after the
extruder. Additionally, a Zeiss Ultra Plus field emission scanning elec-
tron microscope (FESEM) (Germany) was used for the Masuko-ground
pulps due to the much smaller fiber particle size and need for higher
magnification for visualization. Before imaging, the FESEM samples
were filtered through a polycarbonate membrane with a pore size of
0.2 μm. After filtering, the samples were frozen with liquid nitrogen and
freeze-dried in a vacuum overnight. Prepared samples were sputtered
with a narrow layer of platinum. During the actual imaging, a working
distance of around 5mm was used with an accelerating voltage of 5 kV.

The amount of total acidic groups of pre-ground sawdust was ana-
lyzed by conductometric titration (SCAN-CM 65:02). Sulfonation de-
grees were derived from the titration curves according to a procedure
described by Katz and Beatson (1984). The chemical composition of the
wood samples after extrusion was determined using the following
standards: extractives according to TAPPI T280, lignin according to
TAPPI T222, alkali-soluble polysaccharides according to TAPPI T222,
and ash according to ISO 1762. The alkali-insoluble polysaccharide
content (being mainly cellulose) was calculated from the mass balance.

The ultrafine grinding of the pretreated pulp was done with a
MKCA6-2 J grinder (Masuko Sangyo Co., Ltd., Japan) at a speed of
1500 rpm and a temperature of 78–79 °C (measured from the feed
cone). First, the pre-ground sawdust (100 g dry weight) was diluted to a
consistency of 1.7% with hot tap water. The suspension, which was
under continuous stirring with an overhead mixer, was circulated using
a peristaltic tube pump (Watson-Marlow Fluid Technology Group, USA)
through the grinder from the vessel submerged in a hot water bath. The
disk gap was reduced gradually from zero gap (contact mode) to
−90 μm within the first 10 min and then grinding was continued for
50min, after which the gap was adjusted to −100 μm for an additional
60min of grinding. Due to the evaporation of water, the suspension was
diluted by adding hot water from time to time. The average grinding
consistency was around 2.2%. Small intermediate samples were col-
lected after 30min and 90min of grinding, and at the end of grinding
(120min).

The specific energy consumption of ultrafine grinding was recorded
with an iEM3250 Schneider-Electric energy meter. The effective spe-
cific energy consumption (SECnet, grinding) of grinding was calculated by
multiplying the net power consumption (no-load power subtracted
from total power) by the grinding time and dividing the product by the
mass of the sawdust batch (Eq. 2). The no-load power was measured for
the empty grinder with a disk gap of 0. The total specific energy con-
sumption (SECgross, grinding) was calculated by setting the no-load power
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to zero.
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where
mi is the mass of the sawdust meal as oven dry, kg
ti, is the grinding time, h
Ptot, i is the average power consumption, W
Ptot,0 is the no-load power, i.e., the power consumption of the empty

grinder, W
The particle size before and after ultrafine grinding was measured

with a laser diffraction analyzer (Beckman Coulter LS 13320, USA). The
fiber length and width before ultrafine grinding were measured from
optical images acquired with a CCD camera from a tube flow fractio-
nator using Valmet-IMG image analysis software supplied by Valmet
(Finland).

The viscosities of the MFC suspensions were measured at a con-
sistency of 1% and a temperature of 20 °C with a DV-II+ Pro EXTRA
viscometer (Brookfield, USA) using a vane-shaped spindle (V-73) and
rotational speeds of 10, 20, 50, and 100 min−1.

In order to test the bonding potential of wood fibrils, sheets (dry
films) for mechanical testing were made as follows: Suspensions of
250ml consisting of 0.3 g of pulp were prepared and dewatered under a
small vacuum on a polyvinylidene fluoride membrane (Durapore)
having a pore size of 0.65 μm and a diameter of 70mm. The wet sheets
were dried in a Rapid-Köthen sheet dryer (Karl Schröder KG, Germany)
under a vacuum of 0.1 bar at 93 °C for 10min (ISO 5269-2:2004).
Before mechanical testing, the sheets were conditioned at 23 °C in 50%
relative humidity (ISO 187). Five samples in different locations were
measured using a precision thickness gauge (Hanatek FT3, UK) for
thickness determination. Six strips with a width of 5mm were used for
the actual strength measurements. A Zwick D0724587 (Switzerland)
material testing device was used for tensile strength determination
using a 100 N load cell. Six replicates were tested and the gauge length
was adjusted to 40mm at a strain rate of 4mm min−1. Tests were
performed in the standard conditions of 23 °C and 50% relative hu-
midity. Photos of the prepared films after 120min grinding are pre-
sented in Supplementary material.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Sulfonation

Lignin is a complex molecule consisting of randomly linked phe-
nylpropane units. Softwood lignin consists of a substantial amount of
coniferyl alcohols and coniferylaldehydes, which react readily with
sulfite under mild sulfonation conditions (Peng and Westermark, 1997).
Theoretically, in near neutral conditions (pH 5–9) 30% of lignin can be
sulfonated. However, in mild conditions (as used in this study), the
sulfonation of phenylpropane units in lignin is kinetically favored in the
reaction below (Fig. 1), which accounts for 15% of lignin.

Sulfonation kinetics in near neutral conditions is initially rapid
(Schuerch, 1965) and then slows down. This was also the case in the
TOC measurements of the filtrates (Fig. 2): after 30min of treatment the
TOC grew only marginally. The TOC increased more rapidly at an initial
pH value of 9 than at initial pH 7 and the TOC was at a higher level
during the first 150min. After that, the TOC levels converged. A small
decrease in the TOC (at pH 9) at the end may be due to the precipitation
or condensation of dissolved components at pH 9. On the other hand,
TOC values may not be directly comparable because the role of dif-
ferent organic compounds in the TOC response varies (Lenes et al.,
2001) and the dissolution kinetics of organic components may differ
and be pH-dependent. Although the TOC did not change much after the
reaction time of 60min, there was still a sufficient amount of sodium
sulfite to maintain the sulfonation reaction. However, this slow reaction
stage did not appear to result in the additional dissolution of the
components.

In addition to lignin, mild sulfonation is also known to dissolve
extractives and carbohydrates (Konn et al., 2006). The gravimetric
yields in the conditions used here were 95% at pH 7 and 94% at pH 9,
which are slightly lower than those reported in the literature for spruce
CTMP (Lindholm, 2009). This can be explained by the high initial ex-
tractive content of pine wood; about half of the yield loss was due to the
dissolution of extractives, one third was due to the dissolution of lignin,
and the rest was due to the dissolution of hemicelluloses (Table 1). The
holocellulose content, at approximately 80% of cellulose, remained
practically unchanged.

Based on conductometric titrations, the sulfite pretreatment of
sawdust at pH values of 7 and 9 yielded almost the same degree of
sulfonation, as shown in Table 2. Sulfonation at an initial pH of 7
produced a total amount of acid groups of 190mmol kg−1, of which the
strong acid groups (referring to sulfonic acids) accounted for 73mmol
kg−1. At an initial pH of 9, the figures were 180mmol kg−1 and 66mmol

kg−1, respectively. Thus, the corresponding sulfonate contents were
0.57% and 0.53% in wood. The content agrees well with commercial
CTMPs (Koljonen, 2004; Lindholm, 2009). The sulfonation degree is
inversely related to the lignin softening temperature, and the degrees

Fig. 1. Sulfonation reaction of lignin in mild conditions (Lindholm, 2009).

Fig. 2. Effect of sulfonation at two initial pH levels on TOC in filtrates. Error
bars refer to the standard deviations of two measurements.
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measured here, 0.5–0.6%, refer to a transition temperature 10–15 °C
lower than in native lignin (Lindholm, 2009).

3.2. Pre-grinding

The extruder screws consisted of forward screw sections and
kneading sections. The forward screw elements transported the mate-
rial along the extruder while the kneading elements exerted a high
mixing effect and shear forces causing sawdust disintegration. Since
preserving fiber length was not a target, kneading sections were used
instead of reverse screw sections, the latter reportedly being advanta-
geous for fiber length (Westenbroek, 2000).

Extrusion effectively reduced the size of the sawdust particles, re-
sulting in separated fibers, fiber bundles, and fines (Fig. 3). Visually,
chemical pretreatments were not seen to affect the fiber morphology.
Nor did fiber measurements based on image analysis (Valmet-IMG
software) detect any significant differences between samples (Table 3).
The sulfite-treated samples had marginally longer length-weighted fiber
lengths. In general, severe fiber cutting was a result of using kneading
elements.

Specific energy consumptions were at the same level in each run,
being around 800 kWh t−1. At pH 7, the energy consumption was
slightly higher whereas at pH 9 it was slightly lower than in the re-
ference without sulfonation. No-load power represented only about 5%
of total power consumption. The configuration of the screws has an
important role in energy consumption, so it might be possible to in-
tensify the pre-grinding stage by optimizing the screw sections.

3.3. Ultrafine wet grinding

Ultrafine grinding is a widely used method to produce MFC from
biomass mechanically. Biomass fibers are ground within a narrow disk
gap although several passes are needed in order to disintegrate the cell
wall into nanosize fibrils.

In order to monitor size reduction during grinding, FESEM images
were taken of the samples (see Supplementary Material). The mor-
phological hierarchy of fibers – defined by their structural units, i.e.,
elementary fibrils (a width of few nanometers), microfibrils (a width of
few dozen nanometers), and microfibrillar bands (a width of few hun-
dred nanometers) (Klemm et al., 2005) – became evident; all of these
units were found in ground pulps when grinding proceeded. Micro-
fibrils and microfibril bands (or aggregates) were dominant, however.
Visually, sulfonation pretreatment increased homogeneity of pulp,
especially when done at pH 9; smaller amount of larger fiber fragments
were found in FESEM images. Due to the stochastic nature of grinding,
few larger fragments were apparent even after 120min grinding,
however.

Grinding energy increased almost linearly as a function of grinding
time. Sulfonation pretreatment increased the specific energy con-
sumption (SEC): at pH 9, the net specific energy consumption was about
12% and at pH 7 about 37% higher than without pretreatment (Fig. 4).
This may indicate the softening of the cell wall by sulfonation and thus
higher absorption of mechanical energy in fiber disintegration during
grinding. The net SEC for the reference grinding was 55% of the total
(gross) SEC, whereas for sulfonated samples the values were 58% and
63% at the sulfonation pH of 7 and 9, respectively.

3.3.1. Viscosity
The viscosities of MFC suspensions at a consistency of 1% are shown

in Fig. 5. The highest viscosity level was seen in the samples sulfonated
at pH 9, while at pH 7 the viscosity level was only slightly higher than
in the reference sample. It also appeared that the viscosities of the
suspensions increased at the beginning of grinding although they
started to decrease after a given amount of absorbed energy. In general,
viscosities were much lower than those measured for MFC from
bleached cellulose, as was also found by Visanko et al. (2017). Visually,
MFC suspensions appeared to be fluid below 2% consistencies, showing

Table 1
Change in chemical composition of the samples due to sulfonation. Measured after extruder treatment. Standard deviations (± ) are based on two analyses.

Sample Extractives, % Lignin, % Alkali-soluble polysaccharides, % Alkali-insoluble polysaccharides, % Ash, % Yield loss, % Σ

Ref. 4.7 ± 0.1 28.5 ± 0.1 14.8 ± 0.1 51.8 ± 0.3 0.2 ± 0.0 0 100
Sulf. pH 7 1.5 ± 0.1 26.5 ± 0.1 14.2 ± 0.1 51.9 ± 0.3 1.0 ± 0.0 5 100
Sulf. pH 9 1.3 ± 0.1 26.1 ± 0.1 12.9 ± 0.1 52.6 ± 0.3 1.0 ± 0.0 6 100

Table 2
Amount of strong and total acidic groups and calculated sulfur content and
sulfonation of samples measured after extruder treatment. Standard deviations
(± ) are based on two analyses.

Sample Strong acids,
mmol kg−1

Total acids,
mmol kg−1

Sulfur content, % Sulfonation, %

Ref. – 121 ± 16 – –
Sulf. pH 7 72 ± 4 191 ± 6 0.23 ± 0.02 0.57 ± 0.03
Sulf. pH 9 66 ± 1 180 ± 1 0.21 ± 0.00 0.53 ± 0.00

Fig. 3. Visualization of pine sawdust before (left) and after (right) the extruder for the reference sample.
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no gel-like features.
The viscosity of MFC suspensions depends on the interaction of

particles, which is affected by particle concentration, aspect ratio, as
well as the swelling and surface properties of nanofibers (Hubbe et al.,
2017; Moberg et al., 2017). It can be assumed that sulfonation increases
the swelling of fibrils although it is possible that the aspect ratio in-
creases as well. Grinding above peak viscosity may lead to a decreasing
aspect ratio because the diameter of fibrils can be assumed to decrease
more slowly than their length. However, it is difficult to say (based on
FESEM images) whether there had been systematic changes in the
morphology of the particles between the pretreatments. Evidently,
homogeneity increased with increasing energy consumption.

3.3.2. Sheet density
Sheet density is as an indicative measure for size reduction, i.e., the

packing density of MFC that is dependent on their size, slenderness,
conformability, and degree of bonding. Sheet densities as a function of
energy absorbed in grinding were quite similar (Fig. 6). However, sul-
fonation at a pH value of 9 seemed to be more effective than at pH 7
especially at the beginning of grinding although the difference leveled
off at higher SECs. Grinding without sulfonation pretreatment did not
seem to differ from the pH 7 curve although the deviations were much
higher. The considerably larger deviations shown as error bars were
probably due to the fact that the reference samples had a wider dis-
tribution of fibril widths, affecting the thickness measurement of the
specimens. In any case, the results suggest that the average width of the

separated fibrils was quite similar in all the experiments and therefore
they formed similarly dense sheets. This is supported by particle size
measurements with a laser diffractometer (Fig. 7). Although the laser
diffractometer is not an ideal method to measure the actual size of
particles having a high aspect ratio, it gives an indication of relative
changes between similar samples.

An explanation for the consolidated dense sheets is the drying
temperature of 95 °C, which is sufficiently high for lignin softening to
occur. It has been proposed that softening of the lignin fills the voids
between fibrils, thereby compacting and cementing the structure (Rojo
et al., 2015; Visanko et al., 2017).

3.3.3. Tensile strength
Although the densities of the reference and sulfonated MFC sheets

were similar, significant differences were seen in the mechanical
strength properties, as shown in Fig. 8. Independently of the treatment
pH, sulfonation increased the tensile strength of the samples rapidly as
a function of absorbed energy to a net SEC of 5MWh t−1 before le-
veling off. The maximum achievable tensile strength seemed to level off
a little above 100MPa, whereas in the reference it was only half of that
even though the applied energy was higher, i.e., a SEC of 7MWh t−1.
In the case of the reference grinding, the bonding development re-
mained at a low level and it is possible that a similar strength level
could not have been achieved even with a prolonged grinding time.

Tensile strength is dependent on the internal strength of fibrils and

Table 3
Fiber dimensions after extruder and specific energy consumptions.

Sample Arithmetic fiber length L
(n), mm

Length- weighted fiber length
L(l), mm

Weight- weighted fiber length
L(w), mm

Fiber width
μm

SECgross, screwing, kWh t−1 SECnet, screwing, kWh t−1

Ref. 0.04 0.10 0.30 24.7 829 787
Sulf. pH 7 0.04 0.11 0.32 25.5 851 813
Sulf. pH 9 0.04 0.11 0.33 25.9 807 770

Fig. 4. Specific energy consumption at different grinding times.

Fig. 5. Rotational viscosities at the frequency of 100 min-1 for MFC suspensions
(1%) as a function of net specific energy consumption of grinding.

Fig. 6. Density of MFC sample sheets as a function of net specific energy con-
sumption of grinding.

Fig. 7. Particle size as a function of net specific energy consumption of
grinding.
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the bonding index, which is affected by the aspect ratio, relative bonded
area, and the strength of the bonds (I’Anson et al., 2006). Thus, the
results suggest that the superior mechanical properties of the sulfonated
samples were either due to the better bonding ability of the fibrils or
that the separated fibrils had fewer weak points caused by kinks, twists,
and dislocations than the reference samples. It is also possible that
“overlarge” particles served as weak points in tensile testing in the case
of the reference samples. The better bonding ability of the sulfonated
samples may be due to the different fracture zones, revealing surfaces
advantageous for bonding or higher fibril swelling favored by lignin
softening. Dewatering observations during sample sheet preparation
seem to support the effect of sulfonation on swelling: for the reference
sample, the dewatering rate after 120min grinding was only 25 s per
100mL, while for sulfonated samples at pH 7 and pH 9, it was 140 s,
and 180 s, respectively. In general, the dewatering rates of the MFC
samples having a high lignin content were fast. Based on our earlier
experience and unpublished results for similarly ground MFC from
bleached cellulose, the dewatering rate is of the order of 1200 s per
100mL.

Extractives may be an additional explanation because the reference
samples had an extractives content over three times higher than the
sulfonated samples. Extractives can either prevent hydrogen bonding,
as has been found with mechanical pulps (Koljonen, 2004), or they may
negatively affect the friction within the grinding zone, thus causing
inferior energy absorption, as has been proposed for the grinding of
Scots pine (Fernando, 2007).

3.3.4. Tensile stiffness
Tensile stiffness, i.e., Young’s modulus, correlated to the sheet

density of the sulfonated samples: the pretreatment of sawdust at pH 9
produced a slightly higher density and Young’s modulus than pre-
treatment at pH 7 (Fig. 9). In the case of the reference sample, the
modulus remained at a far lower level than with the sulfonated samples,
as was similarly observed for tensile strength. Based on the model of

Seth and Page (1981), Young’s modulus is primarily dependent on the
fibril elastic modulus, whereas the aspect ratio and relative bonded area
play a minor role. It is possible that sulfonation provides the grinding
conditions where fibrils are liberated more intact while simultaneously
maintaining their length. Without sulfonation, defects like twists, kinks,
and dislocations will reduce the elastic modulus of the fibrils, which
could explain the results.

3.3.5. Comparison of results to reported studies
There are a limited number of publications for the production of

lignin containing microfibrillar cellulose or cellulose nanofibers.
Table 4 lists the published results for softwood MFCs including lignin
content, mechanical properties, and energy consumption if reported.
The microfibrils produced from sulfonated sawdust in this study have
amongst the best mechanical properties, despite having the highest
lignin contents. A better tensile strength-stiffness combination has been
reported only by Rojo et al. (2015) but the lignin content of their raw
material was only half of that reported in the current study. At the same
lignin content level (around 30%), sulfonation provides the best results
in terms of tensile strength and Young’s modulus. It is also noteworthy
that the energy consumption of ultrafine grinding for sulfonated saw-
dust is at the same level as that for bleached cellulose having virtually
no lignin, or in recycled paper that is a mix of bleached chemical and
mechanical pulps.

3.3.6. Proposed mechanisms for role of sulfonation in size reduction with
ultrafine wet grinding

The cell wall of wood has a stratified structure, consisting of a
primary wall (P) and three layers of secondary wall (S1, S2, and S3). An
additional component is the middle lamella, which holds the cells to-
gether. Although the detailed ultrastructure of the wood cell wall has
been extensively studied with various imaging techniques, the actual
ultrastructure of the cell wall is still under debate (Reza, 2016). The cell
wall structure is assumed to be formed by microfibril aggregates sur-
rounded by a lignin/hemicellulose matrix, while these aggregates are
composed of elementary nanofibrils, surrounded by a monolayer of
hemicelluloses (Fengel and Wegener, 1984).

In ultrafine grinding, the fiber cell wall undergoes recurrent com-
pression and shearing between the ceramic rotor and stator caused by
their grooved surfaces and grained microtexture. The intrinsic strength
of fiber structures is reduced by cyclic oscillating stresses; accumulated
absorbed mechanical energy will cause the increasing fatigue of the
material, eventually leading to the breakdown of the material structure
and liberation of fibrils or fibril bundles. At the fiber level, this fatigue
appears as microscopic cracks and faults in the layered secondary cell
wall structure. On nanoscale, the breaks of chemical bonds and faults
may appear in the lignin-hemicellulose matrix surrounding the cellu-
lose microfibril aggregates or at the hemicellulose-cellulose borderline.
Sulfonation probably affects the fracture mechanism by promoting the
formation of fracture surfaces having high bonding ability. Grinding at
or above the transition temperature of lignin would be expected to
promote the liberation of aggregates rather than individual elementary
fibrils.

In order to break down the ultrastructure of the fibers, the intrinsic
fracture strength of the cell wall has to be overcome. A gradual les-
sening of cell wall structural strength at the softening temperature of
lignin makes it possible to separate microfibrils as smaller entities in
friction grinding. The difference in breaking mechanisms could explain
why, in earlier studies (Brodin and Eriksen, 2015; Osong, 2014), the use
of CTMP or sulfonated TMP even at elevated temperatures (140 °C) did
not advance the disintegration of fibers to fibrils using a homogenizer
or microfluidizer. The disintegration mechanisms of the latter are
mainly based on abrupt high shear forces and short impact time. Lignin
softening seems to play a minor role in that kind of fibrillation of the
cell wall. Because fatigue in the viscoelastic cell wall is the most ef-
fective near the glass transition temperature, the ultrafine grinding of

Fig. 8. Tensile strength of MFC samples sheets as a function of net specific
energy consumption of grinding.

Fig. 9. Tensile stiffness of MFC samples as a function of net specific energy
consumption of grinding.
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sulfonated wood or mechanical pulp at room temperature does not
produce the best outcome either, as can be seen from the results of He
et al. (2018) and Lahtinen et al. (2014).

4. Summary and conclusions

The present study showed the mild sulfonation of pine softwood
sawdust and its ultrafine wet grinding (friction grinding) near the lignin
softening temperature to be a promising, cost-effective, and environ-
ment-friendly method for producing microfibrillated cellulose. Despite
a high lignin content, the quality of the MFC pulps measured as their
bonding ability was at the same level as that published for MFCs from
unbleached softwood cellulose. The energy consumption equaled that
of bleached or unbleached softwood while the viscosity of suspensions
was clearly lower, and they also showed much faster dewatering
properties.

Sulfonation softens the cell wall lignin and increases its hydro-
philicity and swellability, which is both energetically advantageous in
the separation of nanosize fibrils by grinding and enhances the bonding
ability of them. The initial sulfonation pH value played a role in the
quality of the MFC. At pH 7, the density and Young’s modulus remained
at a slightly lower level or developed more slowly with the energy
applied than at pH 9, although in terms of tensile strength there were
no apparent differences. However, a clear difference was seen in the
viscosity, which was at a lower level when sulfonation pH 7 was used
instead of pH 9. A prolonged reaction time in sulfonation may stiffen
the lignin matrix (Olander et al., 1990) and it is possible the behavior is
pH-dependent.

Due to its abundancy and low price, costing less than one tenth of
bleached cellulose, softwood sawdust is an interesting raw material for
microfibrillated pulps used in bulk products. The chemical costs of mild
sulfonation are low and the process is simple, so pretreatment has only
a slight effect on production costs. The grinding energy demand does
not differ from that for unbleached or bleached softwood cellulose.
Heating the raw material needs some extra energy but the required
temperature for softening sulfonated lignin is well below the water
boiling point so a pressurized system is not a necessity.

The results show that it is also possible to produce small-sized fibrils

without sulfonation, although they have quite poor bonding properties.
Such fibrils might be usable in wood-plastic composites. The good
bonding capability of sulfonated MFC pulps make them excellent can-
didates for use as a reinforcement agent in paper and board products.
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